HYBRID IDENTITY + ENTERPRISE MOBILITY + CLOUD SECURITY

Cloud Security Assessment

COMBAT THREATS WHILE EMPOWERING YOUR USERS

Shadow IT and mobility has changed the way we conduct business by
empowering users and improving efficiencies. However, with the ever
growing number of user-adopted cloud apps, the traditional security
perimeter of an organization is a thing of the past.

ABOUT ADVANCED THREAT ANALYTICS
Microsoft Advanced Threat Analytics is an
advanced threat monitoring solution for enterprise
AD deployments. It identifies breaches and threats
using behavioral analytics and presents suspicious
activities in a clear actionable interface.
This on-premises software now comes included
in Enterprise Mobility + Security (EMS) and most
Microsoft Enterprise Client Access Licensing (ECAL)
agreements.

The cloud security assessment from Avaleris is
prepared by a CISSP-certified senior consultant
with a deep understanding of cloud and onpremises security technologies and the newest
Microsoft
It includes:

Organizations’ security concerns are further exasperated
by high-profile data breaches of their peers, making
identity-driven security a top-of-mind issue at the C-level.
To help organizations address these concerns, Avaleris
offers a CISO-ready identity-driven security assessment
and recommendation report. This security assessment
addresses threats such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compromised cloud resources;
Stolen credentials;
Anomalous behaviour;
Data leakage;
Intruder posing as an internal user; and
Phishing attacks and email viruses.

•
•

•
•

Strategic planning session around business objectives
and your organization’s unique security circumstances;
Full evaluation of current cloud security tools and
identification of threats, outdated practices and
security gaps;
Recommendation of an cloud security architecture
using the most up-to-date Microsoft security tools; and
A CISO-ready recommendations report detailing
threats, exposure, and recommended architecture.
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AVALERIS SERVICES APPROACH
We believe that an in-depth understanding of business objectives and continuous optimization is the key to client
success. We do not only deploy software, we seek to understand where your organization is headed and what
success means to you. Then, we make sure you achieve this with technology adoption support and continued
check-ins to ensure that you are meeting all goals and gaining the most value out of the technology investment.

This packaged service offering covers the PLAN stage of our client engagement process.
You can further count on us to support you through the deployment of your identity-driven
security architecture, project launch, and beyond as we work with you to deploy your security
implementation.

PLAN

DEPLOY

ADOPT

OPTIMIZE

Identity & access
management is a complex
mission-critical business
imperative. Leveraging
deep industry knowledge,
our thought leaders work
strategically with your team
to build your IAM blueprint.

Our specialized consultants
work hand in hand with
your team to define, design,
develop, test, and deploy
your tailored solution. We
ensure we are aligned with
your team’s schedule and
objectives.

Our team helps you start off
on the right foot by providing
the training, tools, support,
and expertise that you
needs to ensure successful
adoption in the organization.
We help your team see
business value sooner.

Our expert coaches
implement a structured,
ongoing evaluation and
optimization process to
ensure continued success
of the solution and to help
you meet evolving business
needs.

ESTIMATED EFFORT
7-15 days. Final Statement of Work details will be mutually agreed upon by the Client and
Avaleris.

AVALERIS VALUE PROPOSITION
As a niche professional services firm focused exclusively on hybrid identity, enterprise mobility,
and cloud security, we are the trusted advisor to hundreds of Microsoft’s largest private and
public sector clients. Avaleris helps improve business agility and security in the way these
organizations manage identities, devices, and cloud applications.
Avaleris clients benefit from our consultants’ extensive deployment experience, deep technical
knowledge of Microsoft products, as well as their unrelenting focus on client success.

GET STARTED!
Reach out to us to discuss your project objectives.
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